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NEW Pulse Press Electric Actuator
Provides simple power control

IAI’s new pulse press is an electric actuator combining a stepper
motor and load cell, that is capable of performing power control. It
provides a loading repeatability of ±1.0% F.S. (full scale), based
on feedback from the load cell.

Capable of both pushing and pulling
Less than half the cost of an IAI Servo Press
Models with push forces from 60N to 2,000N
Easy setup

Lift100 High-Payload Robot Lift
Enables future-proofed palletizing tasks for robot arms

OnRobot’s NEW Lift100 high-payload robot lift long-stroke robot
elevator enables a wide range of future-proofed palletizing tasks for
leading robot arms.
 
Designed with minimal deflection to ensure precise positioning even at
high speeds, the Lift100 can also be used in any application where
additional vertical reach is needed for the robot arm such as stacking of
objects or picking/placing parts on shelves or racks.

Additional reach for your robot
Long stroke enables a wide range of palletizing tasks
Integrated safety features

AlphaProx Inductive Distance Sensors
Micrometer precision distance measurement

Baumer’s AlphaProx inductive distance sensors provide
outstanding measurement accuracy down to the nanometer
range. These compact sensors with fully integrated electronics
offer end-of-line calibration for minimized serial dispersion.

Comprehensive portfolio:
Standard cylindrical sensors
Linearized characteristic curve
Factor-1 Series
High-precision, high-sensitivity sensors
Sturdy sensors for demanding environments
Compact sensors for limited space installations

IO-Link Solutions
Pioneering communication with IO-Link

From the WAGO I/O System 750 with the 4-port IO-Link
master (750-657), to the IP67 I/O System Field, to the Pro 2
Power Supply and the electronic circuit breakers – WAGO’s
top automation solutions speak IO-Link , making them the
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ideal choice for the requirements of modern mechanical
engineering.

WAGO IO-Link devices work with common fieldbus systems
like PROFIBUS®, PROFINET®, EtherCAT® and
EtherNET/IPTM, making consistent, high-performance,
secure networking easier than ever.
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